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Archetypal Movements of Water

Circulating Systems and Spiraling Surfaces

Wherever water occurs it tends to take on a spherical form. It
envelops the whole sphere of the earth, enclosing every object in a
thin film. Falling as a drop, water oscillates about the form of a
sphere; or as dew fallen on a clear and starry night it transforms an
inconspicuous field into a starry heaven of sparkling drops.
We see moving water always seeking a lower level, following the
pull of gravity. In the first instance it is earthly laws which cause it
to flow, draw it away from its spherical form and make it follow a
more or less linear and determined course. Yet water continually
strives to return to its spherical form. It finds many ways of maintaining
a rhythmical balance between the spherical form natural to it
and the pull of earthly gravity. We shall be discussing this play of
movement with its rich variety of forms in the following chapters.
A sphere is a totality, a whole, and water will always attempt to
form an organic whole by joining what is divided and uniting it in
circulation. It is not possible to speak of the beginning or end of a
circulatory system; everything is inwardly connected and reciprocally
related. Water is essentially the element of circulatory systems.
If a living circulation is interrupted, a totality is broken into and the
linear chain of cause and effect as an inorganic law is set in motion.
The cycle through the solid, liquid and gaseous phases may be
counted among the best known circulatory processes of water.
Rising from oceans, lakes and rivers, it circulates with the air in the
great atmospheric currents round the earth. Where it enters cooler
zones, for instance when rising to pass over a mountain range, it
contracts into clouds and falls back to earth as dew, rain, snow or
hail. But only a small part—a little more than a third of the precipitation—finds
its way towards the sea in streams and rivers. The rest
dissolves again into the atmosphere and continues on in the great
wandering courses of the low pressure areas or other air currents.
In this way water completes a circulation, from liquid through vapor
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back to liquid, which it repeats about thirty-four times during the
course of a year. Whether hurrying towards the sea in rivers,
whether borne by air currents or foiling to the earth as rain or snow
—water is always on the way somewhere at some point in, one of its
great or small circulatory systems. Having seemingly arrived at its
goal in the sea, it is swept on by the great ocean currents, in which
it continues in its circulation on the surface or in the depths.
Currents of gigantic proportions fill the depths of the oceans. The
extent of these huge currents is shown by the fact that the oceans

Falling water separates off into drops



account for about 71 per cent of the surface of this earthly planet.
When cooled to its point of greatest density, 4º C., water sinks (in
salt water conditions are somewhat modified), while warmer water
from the depths rises to the surface. On the ocean bed the huge
masses of water that have sunk in the polar regions roll towards the
equator, and later in far distant places return again to the surface.
As we shall see, all stretches of water, every sea and every natural
river, have their own circulatory systems.
The plant world plays a special part in the great circulation of water.
As plants consist mainly of water a great stream transpires into the
atmosphere from fields, meadows and woodlands. On a summerʼs
day a 5,500 gallon stream of water is drawn through an acre of
woodland into the atmosphere. In this way the plant world plays a
direct part in the great life processes of the earthʼs organism. It is
indeed a most important member of this organism, a channel
through which water passes on its great circulating processes over
and around the whole earth. For this same reason it is not possible
to speak of an independent circulatory system of the plant. The
visible streaming of the sap in the plant is only one half of its
complete circulation, the other half exists in the atmosphere or in
the earth. The plants are vascular systems through which water, the
blood of the earth, streams in living interplay with the atmosphere.
Together earth, plant world and atmosphere form a single great
organism, in which water streams like living blood.
What is here spread out over a large space, animal and man have
within themselves. What for the plant world is spread in circulation
over the face of the whole earth they enclose in a small space, where
it moves in just such rhythms and according to just such laws as the
water outside in nature.
Just as in manʼs circulation there are, in the different organs, countless
circulatory systems, which have their own specific tasks to
perform, so nature too is full of all manner of great and small
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circulatory systems, which carry out their own individual tasks and
yet are intimately united with the whole. Every healthy lake, every
marsh, is a living totality with its own vital functions, while at the
same time it belongs to a greater community; it is the organ of a
“living being”—the whole surrounding landscape in its own turn is
a member of a yet vaster organism.
When we study all this we get a picture of water everywhere vitally
active, combining and uniting in creative continuity as it carries out
its varied tasks. Not only is it “body”, subject to gravity; it is also
an active element and the foundation of life. We must undertake the
rather laborious task of getting to know not only the well known
facts about water, but also many of its lesser known qualities.
Looking at a naturally flowing stream we notice the winding course
it takes through the valley. It never flows straight ahead. Are these
meanderings in the very nature of water?  What causes water to
follow such a winding course ? Its endeavor to complete the circle
is here only partially successful, as it cannot flow uphill back to its
starting point. Right at the beginning of its circulatory movement it
is drawn downhill and in following this downward pull it swings
alternately from side to side.
The rhythm of its meanders is a part of the individual nature of a
river. In a wide valley a river will swing in far-flung curves, whereas
a narrow valley will cause it to wind to and fro in a “faster”
rhythm. A brook running through a meadow makes many small
often only tentative bends. Stream and surrounding terrain always

Naturally flowing water always endeavors to fol-
low a meandering course



belong together, and the vegetation unites both in a living totality.
In comparison, a river that has been artificially straightened out
looks lifeless and dreary. It indicates the inner landscape in the
souls of men, who no longer know how to move with the rhythms
of living nature.
The meandering flow of water is woven through with a play of
finer movements. These result in manifold inner currents which
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belong intimately to the life and rhythm of a river. As well as the
movement downstream there is a revolving movement in the cross-section
of the river. Contrary to a first superficial impression the
water not only flows downwards but also revolves about the axis of
the river.

The direction of this revolving movement results from the fact that
the water on the surface flows from the inside of a bend to the
outside. There it turns downwards and returns along the bcd of the
stream to the inner bank, where it rises again to the surface. The two
movements together, the revolving circulation and the movement
downstream, result in a spiraling motion. A closer examination will
in fact usually show that two spiraling streams lie next to one
another along the river bed.
Let us look at one point in the current, for instance near the bank on
the inside of a bend. On the surface water is streaming outwards;
but at the same time spiraling courses rise close by from the bed of
the stream to the surface, so that in the stream the different spiraling
currents flow through, above and below each other, interweaving
from manifold directions. It is like the single strands which, twisted
together, make a rope; only here we must imagine that everything
is in constant change and also that new water keeps flowing through
each single “strand” of water. This picture of Strands twisted
together in a spiral is only accurate with respect to the actual movement.
One does often speak of “strands” of water; they are however
not really single strands but whole surfaces, interweaving spatially
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As well as currents flowing downstream there are also 
revolving currents in the bed of a stream

The revolving secondary currents differ in size at the 
bend of a river. The larger one by the flatter bank 
on the inside of the curve becomees the smaller one 
near the steep bank on the outside of the next curve.

A spiraling movement is caused by the two
secondary revolving currents together with
the downstream flow (after M oiler)



and flowing past each other. The steam over a cup of tea or cigarette
smoke as it rises in twisting and turning veils gives a clearer picture
of what is meant.
These movements are the cause of the varying degree of erosion of
the banks of a water course. The outer banks are always more eroded
than the inner, which tend to silt up. The material scooped away
from the outer bank wanders with the spiraling current to the inner
bank further downstream and is deposited there.
Because of this process the river eats its way further and further
outwards at the outer bank, swinging from side to side as it flows,
thus making the loops more and more pronounced. They grow
closer and closer to the form of a circle, and a flood will complete the
process. Then the loops, which have till now contained flowing
water, will be by-passed and form so-called backwaters.
Research on canalized rivers, for instance the Rhine in its lower
reaches, revealed decades ago that the natural course of water is 

The loops can become so pronounced through
erosion that a flood can cause them to be
by-passed and left aside as backwaters
(after v. Billow)
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rhythmical meandering. Even between straightened banks the river
tries, with what remaining strength it has, to realize this form of
movement by flowing in a meandering rhythm between the straight
banks. Not even the strongest walled banks can hold out indefinitely
against this “will” of the water and wherever they offer a chance they
will be torn down. The river tries to turn the unnatural, straight
course into its own natural one. A meandering motion lengthens
the course of the river and thus slows down the speed at which it
flows. In this way the river bed is not hollowed out, and the
ground-water reserves are left intact.
In straight pipes, too, especially those with an angular cross-section,
internal movements come about that are similar to meanders where
one would at first assume that the water would flow straight ahead.
Separate smaller secondary circulatory systems fill the cross-section
of the pipe and together with the main forward flow create moving,
spiraling surfaces.
It can happen that parts of the liquid in such a spiraling current on
approaching a neighboring current pass over into it. Here too an
interesting movement to and fro in the pipe—after the fashion of a
meander—can come about.

Backwaters of the Mississippi
(after Peschel)
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Even where there are no fixed banks to confine the current it flows
in rhythmical curves, for instance in the oceans, where whole
systems of currents, like the Gulf Stream, flow along in the midst of
the ocean waters. The Gulf stream follows its meandering course
from the Gulf of Mexico through the Atlantic Ocean to Northern
Europe. Warm water flows in the form of a gigantic river in the
midst of colder water and builds its own banks out of the cold
water itself. 1.

One and the same principle, then, becomes manifest in all dimensions
of flowing water, from the small trickle with its little, rhythmical
loops, through rivers whose loops grow ever larger, to the loops of
the ocean currents surrounding the earth. We see here an archetypal
principle of flowing water that wants to realize itself, regardless of the
surrounding material.) The surrounding material can be on the one
hand the hard rock of the mountains, the ice of the glacier with its
little channels formed by the water from melting ice, or again,
scree, gravel or soil. On the other hand it can consist of warmer or
colder water. Regardless of the surrounding material, the current
creates for itself a complete, meandering river bed. Even if the
surrounding material is organic substance, or even air, the flowing
medium still behaves according to the same principle, as we shall
show later on. This is a formative principle which appears under the
most widely differing physical conditions and is not affected by them.
The Gulf Stream is an example not only of this principle of move-

1. Owing to the easily displaceable nature of such great masses of water the rotation of
the earth is of course not without influence. We shall however not go into the complex
character of this movement here.

Secondary currents also occur in water
flowing through straight pipes. They are
determined by the shape of the cross-section
of the pipe (after Nikuradse)

In the Atlantic Ocean the warm Gulf
Stream flows through colder water,
describing great loops that change their
position during the course of time
{after Fuglister)
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ment in a flowing medium, but also of another ruling principle. The
loops of the Gulf Stream shift their position rhythmically to and
fro during the course of a long time. Not only are the loops themselves
arranged in rhythmical succession but they change their
position rhythmically. The Gulf Stream has a rhythmical form in
space, and it is also subject to a rhythmical process in time through the
changing position of its loops. The same thing, taking place over
lengthy periods of time, can be observed in all natural watercourses.
This is another expression of the nature of water; it burrows in a
rhythmical course into its surroundings in space and is moreover
subject to the “course of time” which gradually alters the spatial
arrangement of its meanders. The relationship of water to time is
clearly manifest. We must attempt to reach an understanding of this
relationship in order to apprehend the true nature of water, of
movement in the organic world and therefore of life itself.
Everywhere liquids move in rhythms. Countless rhythms permeate
the processes of nature. Not only are the great currents and tides of the
oceans subject to the rhythms of the seasons; every lake, every pond,
every well with its ground-water level has its movements that
fluctuate with high and low tide or according to other laws.
All naturally flowing waters have their rhythms, perhaps following
the course of the day, perhaps keeping time with longer seasonal
rhythms. Thus there are times when rivers burrow in the depths, and
others when they spread out in width. Lumbermen are well
acquainted with this fact. At times the river pushes the logs outward
to the banks while at other times they stay in the middle of the
waterway.
Let us recapitulate briefly: We demonstrated how water tends to
form into spheres; and we saw that even when moving it attempts
to retain this spherical principle through circulation. Moving along
spiraling surfaces, which glide past one another in manifold winding
and curving forms it expresses the conflict between its own natural
inclination to the sphere and the force of gravity acting upon it. The
current with its rhythmical arrangement in space is subject to
greater or lesser rhythms in time, often according to very strict laws.
A few examples from the world of living creatures will further
illustrate well this inner propensity of water. Every living creature,
in the act of bringing forth its visible form out of its archetypal idea, 
passes through a liquid phase. Some creatures remain in this liquid
state or solidify only slightly; others leave the world of water,
density, and fall to a greater or lesser degree under the dominion of
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the earthly element. All reveal in their forms that at one time they
passed through a liquid phase.
The question however arises: Do the forms of the living organisms
merely betray the character of the watery phase through
which they have passed, or is it that the water itself, impressionable
as it is, is subject to living, formative forces and creative
ideas of which it is but the visible expression ? If so, water as such
would be the embodiment of a world of higher forces penetrating
through it into the material world and using it to form the living
organisms. This is a fundamental question which we shall consider
later on; it will in part be answered as we proceed.



The infusoria are creatures only slightly solidified and hardly
differentiated out of their watery surroundings. Many of them reveal
the combination of spherical form and direction of propulsion in
their screw-like spiraling shapes, which make locomotion possible.
The flowing movement of fishes fins is intimately related to the
water. Moving as they do like densified veils of water, they embody
and make visible the moving forms of the water itself. It is the same
principle which comes to expression in organic form, in its function
and in the surrounding medium. All three flow into one another in
movement (Plate 15).
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The sketch of the branchial filament of spirographis speaks for
itself. A tube-worm native to the Mediterranean, spirographis
allows its tentacles to play spirally in the water and when stimulated
jerks them spontaneously back into its tube along a screw-like form.
Its gill filaments form a perfect spiral.

Spirographis manifests a spirally winding
surface even in the delicate build of its
gill filaments (after Ludwig)

Many unicellular water animals haw
incorporated the archetypal spiraling
movement of water in their shapes. Thy
even usually propel themselves along with a
screw-like movement (from Ludwig,
after Kahl)



Not only creatures swimming in water but also organs through
which water flows are inclined to be spirally formed. In the example
of the Gulf Stream we saw that different liquids—for instance warm
and cold water—can flow side by side for a long time without any
appreciable intermingling. A common example is the confluence of a
clear and a muddy stream, where both currents often continue to
flow quite a way side by side, separate, yet in close contact along a
fairly distinct dividing line.
We see the same phenomenon where arterial and venal blood flow
together in the heart and a dividing wall forms where they meet.
This dividing wall becomes ever more marked in the advancing
sequence of animal development. Though the blood of animal and
man is actually a suspension of cells in a liquid, nevertheless
phenomena fundamental to a flowing liquid occur here too.
An example is the African lung-fish (Protopterus), in whose heart
the dividing wall is an impressive spiraling surface separating the
two kinds of blood. As can be seen from the example of the Gulf
Stream, the two streams are separate from the start.
The sketch below depicts this process as it occurs in a bent pipe (a
wide blood vessel). Following the centrifugal force, the flowing
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water (blood) pushes towards the outer wall, thus giving rise to two
circulations which meet in the central zone. Were a wall to be placed
where they meet, the course of the movement would hardly be
affected.1
We see that a surface remains free into which the living material can
grow, making visible what was preformed by movement. The
sketch shows this process for the course of the whole bend in the
vessel or pipe. The dividing surface which is vertical at entry twists
to the horizontal on leaving the bend. If a pipe is painted inside with

a plastic varnish the water flowing through can impress its own
course into it. The accompanying sketch shows these courses. If
one remembers that the separate courses lie on the cylindrical wall
of the pipe, it is clear that they are doubly bent and twisted—like
the thread of a screw. Now as the forces of the flowing water simply
demand the spiraling form, an elastic vessel will be twisted to a
certain extent through the movement of the liquid, and with it also
the above mentioned liquid surface of contact. The living material

In the heart of one of the lung-fishes
(Protopterus) a dividing wall in the shape
of a twisted spiral surface has developed
between the two neighboring blood streams

Secondary currents in the bend of a 
pipe or of a wide blood vessel

The inside of a bent pipe was painted with a
plastic varnish into which the flowing
liquid could impress its course
(after Hinderks)



has only to grow into this curled dividing surface in order to make it

1. In narrow pipes on the other hand there is always a so-called laminar movement, i.e.
water flows in separate layers, parallel in the cross-section, without any appreciable
secondary currents or eddies. 
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visible. That such spiraling forces actually do occur in elastic
vessels with liquid flowing through them can be shown by an
experiment with the garden hose-pipe, which writhes back and forth
like a snake, when let loose, and cannot be subdued till the end is
held steady or the tap turned off. In comparison with the flow of
blood these forces are of course much stronger. We shall forbear to
analyze this process in greater detail, as we are above all concerned
with the forms which arise in flowing liquids. From what we have
seen we can already say that such a significant formation as the
dividing wall of the heart can be understood out of the movements
of the medium flowing through it, and that it is not necessary, as is
go often done, to look for utilitarian explanations.
The lung-fishes reveal the already mentioned formative tendency in
their intestines. Along the inner wall of the intestine is a well-formed
spiral fold, revealing the laws of flowing media in its winding
surfaces. The contents of the intestine are of course to a great
extent still subject to the laws of liquids.
Let us recall the fact that water endeavors to round itself off into a
sphere, to become an image of the whole cosmos. If a directional
force is added to this, for instance the force of gravity, then the
combination of the two—sphere and directional force—will result
in a screw-like or spiraling form.
The child before birth is in a protective envelope of water, prior to
his final entry into the sphere of earthly activity. As though lying
within a sphere he moulds his as yet liquid form, which gradually
becomes more condensed. On being born he leaves the spherical
space of water and enters into a relationship with the directional
forces of the earth. The more he yields to these forces the more his
body becomes solidified, which is essential to standing upright and
learning to walk. One of the ways in which his origin in the
spherical nature of water—the cosmos—and his orientation towards,
and interplay with, the earth are revealed is in the forms of his
limbs. The spiraling forms of muscles and bones bear witness to the
living world of water and also to a purposeful aim towards mastery
of the solid and are reminiscent of the way water flows in meanders
and twisting surfaces in the interplay between resting in spheres and
being drawn in an earthly direction. (These formative principles arc
also found in the muscles and bones of the higher animals.)
We have seen how the water in rivers describes curving and twisting
surfaces. Such surfaces can be clearly demonstrated by letting water
flow out of a container in a wide stream. The stream spirals as the
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water slips below the edge of the container. This process can often
be seen beautifully in fountains where the water falls from basin to
basin.
Many limb muscles manifest these spiraling forms. Through the
limbs, too, whole systems of currents stream and the muscle more or
less follows them. Both muscles and vessels speak of the same thing:
streaming movement in spiraling forms. This movement runs
through the sinews into the bones. The bone has raised a monument

In the intestine of Protopterus and other
lung-fishes there is also a spiral fold
(after Newton Parker)

Spiraling surfaces can be found in the
structure of many bones; human humerus



in “stone” to the flowing movement from which it originates;
indeed one might say that the liquid has “expressed itself” in the
bone. 
By a special method, for which we owe acknowledgment to
Benninghoff, it is possible to demonstrate the streamlined structure 

of a bone. Small holes are made with an awl at different points in the
decalcified bone and then filled with a colored liquid, for instance
Indian ink. These small holes do not remain round, but in time will
be seen to lengthen out, revealing the directions of tension in the
bone. If the little fissures arc then continued and joined up, the
otherwise hidden “systems of currents” in the bone will be made
visible. Benninghoff has examined many bones with this method, of
which the sketch below is intended to give an impression. These
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systems of currents can be followed right into the bone, where they
finally form the familiar spongy bone structures and become
incorporated into the static and dynamic forces of standing and
walking. Thus again a circle is completed, for statics and dynamics
are brought into play by the muscles. And behind them is the
invisible human will, which even before any movement becomes
visible sends a stream of blood to the muscle which is to be moved.
In the quiescent, finished forms of vessels, muscles, ligaments,
sinews and bones the same flowing movement can be detected
which leads these organs to their varying degrees of density and
solidification in such a way that finally in each single organ the
underlying spiraling process remains clearly recognizable. And do
we not see this flowing movement—in rhythmic sequence—even
in the great variety of movements of the human limbs ? From what
has been said it is however also clear that not all organic forms can
be explained simply by the laws of flow. For in the last resort every
living form is the expression of an underlying archetypal being.
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Muscles of the chest and upper arm in the 
human being.

The systems of tiny fissures in many bones
show looped and spiraling forms
reminiscent of the laws according to which
water flows. Human shoulder blade
(after Benninghoff)

The “lines of flow” on the surface of the
bone can be followed right into the interior,
where the)  ̓end in the spongy bone structures.
Human femur (after J. Wolf)






























































